Let C be a symmetric monoidal quasicategory, and R an E n -algebra of C equipped with an action of an n-fold loop space G. We prove that the derived quotient of R with respect to this action is a comodule over R⊗Σ ∞ + BG, which has the diagonal coalgebra structure. Moreover, this quotient is a "torsor" for R ⊗ Σ ∞ + BG in a way that we make precise.
Introduction
Given a stable, presentable E n+1 -monoidal category C with an E n+1 -algebra R, there is an E n -monoidal Kan complex P ic(R) constructed as the subquasicategory of left R-modules spanned by invertible modules and equivalences between them. The base point component of this space is the delooping of the E n+1 -monoidal Kan complex of homotopy automorphisms of R, BGL 1 (R). We can then define an action of an n+1-fold loop space G on R as a morphism of E n -monoidal Kan complexes (hence pointed) BG → P ic(R). In this paper we study the algebraic structure of the colimit of the composite functor BG → P ic(R) → LM od R , as described in [1] [2] [3] [4] . In the case that R is a ring spectrum, this colimit is called the Thom spectrum, so we denote this functor by Th.
It is not hard to see that if the map BG → P ic(R) factors through a contractible Kan complex then its associated colimit is equivalent to R ⊗ Σ ∞ + BG, using the canonical tensoring of LM od R over T , the quasicategory of spaces (Lemma 3.5) . From this we conclude that R ⊗ Σ + ∞ BG is an E ncoalgebra object of LM od R (Theorem 3.7). The main result of this note is that for any other map f : BG → P ic(R), the colimit Th(f ) is a comodule for R ⊗ Σ ∞ + BG. In the case that f is additionally a map of at least E 1 -algebras, this result along with the Thom isomorphism of [1] or [2] , implies that Th(f ) is a R ⊗ Σ ∞ + BG-cotorsor as described in Section 2.
Intuition and Motivation
There are two intuitive strains of thought underlying this work. The first is based on the recollection that a principal G-bundle over a base scheme S for a group scheme G is equivalent to the data of a G-torsor over S. That is, a map X → S and an isomorphism X × S X ∼ = X × S G. It is an old trick of algebraists (cf. [12] ) to define this structure in the (affine) noncommutative setting by working with the dual statement in rings, i.e. by replacing the group scheme with a Hopf-algebra and the schemes by rings. This notion was generalized to E ∞ -ring spectra by Rognes in [16] , and then to E 1 -ring spectra in Roth's thesis [17] . These two works, as well as the present one, can be thought of as saying that Thom spectra over a base space BG are examples of principal Spec(BG + )-bundles in non-commutative derived algebraic geometry. It is interesting then to consider how far one can extend this analogy, especially by generalizing existing tools in noncommutative algebra and geometry. The second intuition behind the present work is the concept of Koszul duality. Classically, Koszul duality can be framed as an adjunction (and often an equivalence) between augmented algebras and coaugmented coalgebras. The left adjoint, applied to an algebra A, is given by a two sided bar construction Bar( * , A, * ), and the right adjoint is given by a cobar construction Cobar( * , C, * ). This arises in topology as the adjunction between loop spaces and pointed connected spaces (recall that taking loops on a pointed space can be described,à la the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence, as a cobar construction). In good cases, this can be lifted to an adjunction between A-modules and Bar( * , A, * )-comodules (or equivalently, C-comodules and Cobar( * , C, * )-modules). To be precise, given an A-module, one obtains a Bar( * , A, * )-comodule as the two-sided bar construction Bar(M, A, * ), which represents the homotopy quotient of the A-action on M . This is discussed in some detail in [10] .
In this vein then, we present the following work as a first step in understanding an extremely general framework for a Koszul duality relationship between modules over an n-fold loop space G, and comodules over its delooping BG. This duality is analogous to the relationship between topological G-modules and spaces over BG, in the case that G is a simplicial group (cf. e.g. [8] ), after recognizing that that in any category of topological spaces there is an equivalence between spaces over BG and BG-comodules.
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Coalgebra
Throughout, we use the quasicategorical framework for higher category theory and derived algebra developed by Lurie in [13, 14] . The results of this section are easily extracted from [14] and the reader experienced with that machinery should feel free to skip to Section 3.
First we fix some notation. By E n and E ⊗ n we will mean the little ncubes ∞-operad. T will be the quasicategory of spaces (the simplicial nerve of a suitable simplical model category of Kan simplicial sets), Sp will be the quasicategory of spectra. If R is an E n -algebra in a category C, we will write LM od ( R) for its E n−1 -monoidal quasicategory of left modules. in an E n -monoidal quasicategory, our constructions only allow us to work with bialgebras that have an E j -comonoidal structure and an E k -monoidal structure for j, k ≥ 0 and j + k = n. We will call such bialgebras coE j -E kbialgebras.
Definition 2.4 (coE j -E k -Bialgebras). Let A be an E n -monoidal quasicategory. Then for any j ≤ n there is a quasicategory of E j -coalgebras in A, which we denote CoAlg E j (A). As the opposite of a quasicategory of
We will denote this category by BiAlg k,j (A) where the first index gives the degree of commutativity, and the second index gives the degree of cocommutativity.
As such, in a symmetric monoidal quasicategory, we can define BiAlg k,j (A) for arbitrary k and j.
Remark 2.6. Note that for an E k+j -monoidal category A, an object H of
defining the E j -monoidal structure on A op . As such, we can consider the image of the inclusion of the base point
Similarly, H admits a comultiplication δ : H → H ⊗ H which is "E j -cocommutative" when j > 1. This map corresponds to a cocartesian lift of (the opposite of) a rectilinear mapping of a pair of j-cubes into a j-cube. We have ensured that the E k -algebra structure on BiAlg k,j (A) is compatible with this coalgebra structure by demanding that this structure pulls back the E k -monoidal structure of CoAlg E j (A).
Remark 2.7. Recall that when defining an affine monoid scheme, one defines it to be a monoid object in the category of affine schemes. As a result, an affine monoid scheme is both a monoid and a comonoid, and more importantly, these two structures are compatible and are determined by certain diagrams. In other words, to produce a bialgebra, we either have an algebra whose structure maps are maps of coalgebras, or a coalgebra whose structure maps are maps of algebras. Both of these conditions will produce the necessary compatibility between these structures. The machinery of [14] and [13] does not immediately lead itself to describing the associated bialgebra ∞-operad or properad, which would be the higher categorical analog of bialgebra diagrams. Work in this direction however is contained in [9] . Proposition 2.8. Let A and B be small E n -monoidal quasicategories and f : A → B an E n -monoidal functor. Then for j + k = n, if H is an object of BiAlg k,j (A) then f (H) is an object of BiAlg k,j (B).
Proof. The statement that f is an E n -monoidal functor means in particular that f corresponds to a map of ∞-operads over E n for which both of the vertical maps in the following diagram are cocartesian:
In particular, f preserves inert and cocartesian morphisms of A ⊗ and B ⊗ , so lifts to categories of algebras by definition.
By applying the straightening functor Gr −1 ∞ , there is a natural transformation of functors in F un(E ⊗ n , Cat ∞ ) from the functor representing the E nmonoidal structure on A to the functor representing the E n -monoidal structure on B. This induces a natural transformationf in F un(E ⊗ n × ∆ 1 , Cat ∞ ), which we can compose with op : Cat ∞ → Cat ∞ to produce another natural transformationf op which is equivalent to f on objects. By now applying Gr ∞ , this induces an E n -monoidal functorf : A op → B op which agrees with f on objects and takes edges to their obvious opposites. That is, we have a similar diagram to above:
Again, by definition, this functor lifts tof :
and Alg E k (B op ) are both E n−k monoidal quasicategories and the lift off is E n−k -monoidal. As such, we can reverse the above process to obtain an E n−k -monoidal lift of f to CoAlg E k (A op ) → CoAlg E k (B) which agrees with f on objects (and preserves E j -algebras for j ≤ n − l). So f preserves coE k -E j -bialgebras. Definition 2.9 (Comodules). Let C be an E n -monoidal quasicategory and let H be an object of Alg E k (C op ) for 0 < k ≤ n. Then from [14] , we know that there is an E k−1 -monoidal quasicategory LM od H (C op ). Hence we define the category of left comodules over H to be the quasicategory LM od H (C op ) op . We will denote this category by LComod H (C) or LComod H . Proposition 2.10. Any Kan complex X is a cocommutative coalgebra object of T equipped with the Cartesian symmetric monoidal structure.
Proof. Recall that there is a cocartesian fibration p : T ⊗ → Fin * defining the Cartesian symmetric monoidal structure on T (the one given by taking Cartesian products of Kan complexes). Then the monoidal structure on T op determined by p op : T ⊗ op → Fin * is the cocartesian monoidal structure given by the coproduct in T op . From [14, 2.4.3.10] we know that every object of T op is a commutative algebra with respect to the cocartesian monoidal structure, with algebra structure coming from the universal property of coproducts. Equivalently, every space is a cocommutative coalgebra with respect to the product on T , given explicitly by the diagonal map.
Corollary 2.11. Let f : X → Y be a morphism in T . Then X is a Ycomodule in the Cartesian symmetric monoidal structure on T .
Proof. By Proposition 2.10, Y is a commutative algebra in T op . In T op , there is a morphism f op : Y → X which is a morphism of commutative algebras (cf. [14, 2.4.3.10] ). Hence X is a Y -algebra (and therefore a Ymodule) in T op . As a result, X is clearly a Y -comodule in T . On the level of zero simplices, the coaction is given by x → (x, f (x)).
Remark 2.12. Note that, as a result of Corollary 2.11, given any space X and a pointed space * → Y , X supports a Y -comodule structure given by the zero map X → * → Y . We will call this the trivial Y -comodule structure on X. Definition 2.13 (Comodule Algebras). Let C be an E n -monoidal quasicategory, for n > 1, and let H be an object of CoAlg k (C) for some k ≤ n. Then the quasicategory of H-comodules LCoM od H is E k−1 -monoidal, so for any j ≤ k − 1 we may define the quasicategory of E j -H-comodule algebras to be Alg E j (LCoM od H ). Definition 2.14 (Cotensor Product). Let C be an E n -monoidal quasicategory, let H be an object of CoAlg En (C), and B and C be objects of RComod H and LComod H respectively. Then using [14, 4.4.2.7] we can form a simplicial object Bar(B, H, C) • in C op called the two-sided bar construction of B and C over H. If the colimit of Bar(B, H, C) • exists, we call it the relative tensor product of B and C over H, and sometimes denote it by B ⊗ H C. Let Cobar(B, H, C) • denote the cosimplicial object of C corresponding to Bar(B, H, C) • . If the limit of Cobar(B, H, C) • exists in C then we call it the cotensor product of B and C over H and denote it by B H C.
Remark 2.15. Recall that the cosimplicial object defining the cotensor product of B and C over H can be visualized by the diagram:
where the coface maps are given by the H-coaction on B, the diagonal map of H, and the unit map of H. Corollary 2.17. If X is an E n -algebra in T then Σ ∞ + X, the suspension spectrum of X, is an object of BiAlg n,∞ (Sp).
Proof. Recall from [14, Section 4.8] that
T is a commutative algebra in P r L , the category of presentable quasicategories, with monoidal structure given by the Cartesian product of spaces. Moreover, there is a symmetric monoidal functor Σ ∞ + : T → Sp presenting Sp as a T -algebra which takes the product of spaces to the smash product of suspension spectra. So the result follows from Proposition 2.8.
Remark 2.18. Note that, if C is symmetric monoidal and A is E n -monoidal, then it cannot be possible for an E n -monoidal functor F : C → A to preserve coE j -E k -bialgebra structure, because such objects cannot be defined in A. However, it is not hard to see that for any p ≤ j, q ≤ k with p + q ≤ n, F wlil preserve coE q -E p -bialgebra structure. In general, there is no canonical choice for how to choose p and q.
Cotorsors
Let f : Y → X be a surjective morphism of schemes such that Y admits a G-action α : Y × X G → Y for some group scheme G over X. Then recall that we say f is a principal G-bundle, homogeneous G-space, or G-torsor,
where the first map is ∆ Y × 1 G and the second is 1 Y × α. In the case that X, Y and G are affine, this structure may be described purely algebraically. We mimic that structure in what follows.
Definition 2.19 (Cotorsors). Let
A be an E n -monoidal quasicategory, for n > 1, and H an object of BiAlg k,j (C) for k + j = n. Let A be an object of Alg E j−1 (LCoM od H ) with coaction c : A → A ⊗ H and multiplication µ A : A ⊗ A → A. Then we say that A is an H-cotorsor if the composition
Remark 2.20. Let A be an E n+1 -monoidal quasicategory with R an E n+1 -algebra of C. Then for H a bialgebra and A an H-cotorsor in LM od R , we will say that A is an H-cotorsor over R.
Definition 2.21 (CoGalois Extensions)
. Let R be an E n+1 -algebra in an E n+1 -monoidal category A and let A be an H-cotorsor for some bialgebra H. If the canonical unit map R → A H R, where R has the trivial H-coaction, is an equivalence, we say that A is an H-coGalois extension of R.
Remark 2.22. The above structure, in case of commutative ring spectra, was referred to as a Hopf-Galois extension of ring spectra in [16] . This was a derived generalization of substantial earlier work in non-commutative algebra. The interested reader should consult [12, [15] [16] [17] for more information.
Thom Objects
We review the constructions of [1, 2, 4] in what follows. The symbol C will always indicate a presentable cocomplete quasicategory which is "monoidal enough" to support whatever objects we want it to contain. Recall that
is the functor that takes an O-monoidal presentable quasicategory to its O-monoidal and grouplike Picard space of invertible objects (as in [1] ). If R is an E n+1 -algebra in C, we will write P ic(R), instead of P ic(LM od R ), for its n-fold loop space of invertible objects. Note that there is always an inclusion P ic(R) ֒→ LM od R . Definition 3.1 ([2, Definition 1.4]). For R an E n -algebra in C, define the generalized Thom functor Th : T /P ic(R) → LM od R to be the functor which takes a morphism X → P ic(R) to the colimit of the composition X → P ic(R) ֒→ LM od R .
Remark 3.2. In Definition 3.1, we consider a functor whose domain quasicategory is the slice quasicategory T /P ic(R) . As a result of [13, 1.2.9.6], this quasicategory is equivalent to the nerve of the simplicial category (sSet • ) /P ic(R) , where sSet is equipped with the Quillen model structure. Further, it is not hard to check that if we equip sSet /P ic(R) with the overcategory model structure described in [11] , then (sSet • ) /P ic(R) = (sSet /P ic(R) ) • . It is useful to think about objects of T /P ic(R) not just as spaces over P ic(R) but as fibrations over P ic(R), so that we can apply the (nerve of the) quasicategorical Grothendieck construction of [13, 2.2.1.2]. Of course fibrations over P ic(R) and maps of spaces with codomain P ic(R) do not in general coincide. However, because P ic(R) is a Kan complex, there is a Quillen equivalence between the slice model structure on sSet /P ic(R) and the so-called covariant model structure on sSet /P ic(R) , given by [13, 3.1.5.7] . As a result, they present equivalent quasicategories, both of which we write as T /P ic(R) . Remark 3.3. As a result of Remark 3.2 there is an equivalence of quasicategories P re(X) ≃ T /X between presheaves of spaces on X and spaces over X (by [13, 2.2.1.2]). In the case that X is an E n -algebra, P re(X) is canonically equipped with the structure of an E n -monoidal quasicategory as a result of [14, 4.8.1.10] . This is called the Day convolution monoidal structure on P re(X) and it induces an E n -monoidal structure on T /X which we will also call Day convolution. Note that, since P re(X) is the free cocompletion of X thought of as a quasicategory, and (again by [14, 4.8.1.10] ) the monoidal structure preserves colimits in each variable, this E n -monoidal structure is entirely determined up to equivalence by the E n -algebra structure of X.
Because the functor Th is simply a colimit, it must be colimit preserving. It also preserves monoidal structure in the source:
is an E n -algebra in T /P ic(R) , i.e. X is an n-fold loop space and f is a map of n-fold loop spaces, then Th(f ) is an E n -algebra in LM od R . Lemma 3.5. Let R be an E n+1 -algebra of C for n > 0. If 0 X : X → P ic(R) is any map that factors through a contractible simplicial set then
Proof. First we check that the functor T → T /P ic(R) that takes a space X to the map 0 X : X → P ic(R) preserves colimits. Notice that it can be written as the composition T ≃ T / * → T /P ic(R) , where the second map comes from composing with the canonical pointing * → P ic(R) that picks out R. Because the first map is an equivalence and the second map is left adjoint to taking the fiber over the base point, this composition is colimit preserving. So by composing with Th, we obtain a colimit preserving functor T → LM od R whose value at a space X is Th(X 0 X → P ic(R)). The functor
T → LM od R is also colimit preserving. Both of these functors clearly take the point to R. Since they are colimit preserving and T is the free cocompletion of the quasicategory containing the point, they must be equivalent functors.
Remark 3.6. Note that for a pointed space P , up to a contractible space of choices, there is a unique "trivial" morphism 0 X : X → P in T /P . As such, whenever we are working in the quasicategory T /P we will refer to the trivial map without choosing one.
From Lemma 3.5 it follows that the Thom functor applied to the trivial morphism always produces a coalgebra object: Theorem 3.7. Let R be an E n+1 -algebra in C for n > 0 and let 0 X : X → P ic(R) be the trivial map. Then Th(0 X ) is an E n -coalgebra in LM od R .
Proof. By Lemma 3.5, Th(0 X ) ≃ R ⊗ Σ ∞ + X. By Corollary 2.17, Σ ∞ + X is an E ∞ -coalgebra hence also an E n -coalgebra. By [14, 4.8.2.19] there is a homotopically unique symmetric monoidal functor Sp → C given by E → E ⊗ 1 C , using the tensoring of C over Sp. The functor − ⊗ R : C → LM od R is E n -monoidal, so the composition E → E ⊗ R is E n -monoidal as well. An application of Proposition 2.8 completes the proof.
The Thom Diagonal
We wish to show that for any E n+1 -ring R and any morphism (X f → P ic(R)) ∈ T /P ic(R) , the object Th(f ) is a comodule over the E n -coalgebra Th(0 X ). This follows from a more general statement about coalgebraic structure and colimits. Lemma 4.1. Let C be a monoidal cocomplete quasicategory and X a Kan complex. Then the colimit functor colim : F un(X, C) → C induces a lax monoidal functor of quasicategories F un(X, C) op → C op , where F un(X, C) is equipped with the pointwise monoidal structure. Specifically, colimits preserve coalgebras and comodules in F un(X, C).
Proof. The colimit functor is left adjoint to the "diagonal" functor D : C → F un(X, C) which takes an object x ∈ C to the constant functor on x. Since D is the pullback along the contraction map X → * , it is a monoidal functor by [1, Theorem 6.4] . The proof then follows from [14, 7.3.2.7] after taking opposite categories. Theorem 4.2. For a functor of spaces f : X → P ic(R), there is a comodule structure Th(f ) → Th(f ) ⊗ R (R ⊗ Σ ∞ + X). Proof. In F un(X, LM od R ), equipped with the pointwise monoidal structure, the constant functor c R : X → LM od R valued in R is the monoidal unit and thus canonically a coalgebra. As such, any other functor F : X → LM od R is a c R comodule with structure map given pointwise by the identity map F (x) → F (x) ⊗ R c R (x) ≃ F (x). This is in particular true for the composite X f → P ic(R) ֒→ LM od R . Taking colimits, and applying Lemma 4.1, gives the theorem. Definition 4.3. Let R be an E n+1 -algebra of C for some n > 0 and f : X → P ic(R) be any morphism. Then we use the term Thom diagonal to refer to the comodule structure map of Theorem 4.2: of (µ Th(f ) ⊗ Σ ∞ + X) • (Th(f ) ⊗ R ∆ f ) is an equivalence of E n -R-algebras. Remark 4.5. Alternatively, if we denote the inclusion functor by i : P ic(R) ֒→ LM od R , the above theorem can be proven by considering the following natural transformation in F un(X, LM od R ), which is easily checked to be an equivalence:
Corollary 4.6. Let R be an E n+1 -algebra in C for n > 1. If f : X → P ic(R) is a map of E n -algebras in T then Th(f ) is a Σ ∞ + X-E n -cotorsor over R. Remark 4.7. Note that the "Thom isomorphism" given in Theorem 4.4 is in fact an equivalence of E n−1 -coalgebras. This follows from noticing that the equivalence results from a trivialization of Th(f )-module bundle X f → P ic(R) → P ic(Th(f )). The map P ic(R) → P ic(Th(f )) is given by tensoring with Th(f ), which is an E n−1 -R-algebra.
Theorem 4.8. Let X be a 2-fold loop space, R a connected E 3 -ring spectrum, and f : X → P ic(R) a map of 2-fold loop spaces. Suppose moreover that the E 2 -ring unit map R → Th(f ) induces an isomorphism on π 0 . Then Th(f ) is R ⊗ Σ ∞ + X-coGalois over R.
Proof. One can modify [7, Theorem 6 .1] to apply to E 2 -algebras giving an equivalence of R modules R ≃ → Th(f ) R⊗Σ ∞ + X R. However, the cotensor product is computed in E 2 -R-algebras, and the equivalence can be checked on the underlying modules, giving the result.
